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IMMERSIONS OF REAL FLAG MANIFOLDS

R. E. STONG

Abstract. This paper shows that, in many cases. Lam's immersions of real flag

manifolds are best possible.

1. Introduction. In [2], K. Y. Lam proved

Theorem. The real flag manifold

RF(nx,n2,...,ns) = 0(nx + n2 + ■■■ +ns)/0(nx) X 0(n2) X ■ ■• XO(ns)

can be immersed in Euclidean space with codimension 42 «,-(«,■ — 1), provided this

codimension is nonzero.

The purpose of this note is to observe that this result is frequently best possible.

Specifically, one has

Proposition. If u = {«,,.., ,ns) can be partitioned as u = ux U co2 U co3 where

W|,w2 ^ 0,

(l)|2„ecj|«-2„eu2«|< land

(2) m E <o3 implies m < 2„Ec0 n + 2„ew « + 1, then Lam's result is best possible

forRF(œ).

For Grassmannians, RF(p,q), this result was proved by Hiller and myself [1],

and the hypothesis is simply that q = p — I, p, ox p + 1. In fact, the proof is a

reduction to the Grassmannian case.

I am indebted to the National Science Foundation for financial support during

this work.

2. The proof. According to the argument given by Lam [2, p. 313] the normal

bundle of RF(nx,.. .,ns) is realized by

Tj = \2¿, ©A2£2© ••■ ®\%,

where ¿, is the standard «,-plane bundle, and A2 denotes the second exterior power.

The goal is to prove that the top-dimensional Stiefel-Whitney class of this bundle v

is nonzero.

Lemma I. If a refines u' and if the top normal Stiefel-Whitney class of RF(cc') is

nonzero, then the top normal Stiefel-Whitney class of RF(cc) is nonzero.
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Proof. Inductively, it suffices to consider co = {nx, n2,...,ns) and w' = {«, +

n2, «3,... ,«s} adding together two of the «,. One then has a fibration 77 : RF(oi) -*

RF(u') with fiber RF(nx,n2), with 77* monic in mod2 cohomology (since the

cohomology injects into that of RF(l,..., 1)). The map 77 splits the (nx + «2)-plane

bundle over RF(u') into |, © £2 and hence

W*(V) = A2^i ® €2) © A2i3 © • • • ©A2!,. = (Í, ® fc) © ,„.

Thus wtop(VJ ■ wtop(£x ® £2) = 77*wtop(r,u,) * 0 and so wtop(r, J # 0.    D

If one applies this lemma to the Proposition, adding together the integers in «,

and the integers in u2, one is reduced to consideration of RF(p, q,mx,... ,mt) where

q = p — 1, p, or p + 1 and each mj ^ p + q + 1.

Lemma 2. // n, < n2 + • ■ • +ns + \, s > 3, am/ ?/¡e íop normal Stiefel-Whitney

class of RF(n2,...,ns) is nonzero, then the top normal Stiefel-Whitney class of

RF(nx, n2,... ,ns) is nonzero.

Proof. Consider the map RF(l,..., 1) ^RF(nx, n2,...,ns)so that

»1 »j

w(**€i)=no+«í).---."(»*íy)=no+«..,+. •+«,_,+,).••■
1 1

writes each Stiefel-Whitney class in terms of one-dimensional classes. Here

ÄF(1,.. -, 1) = Flag(R",+ +"<), for which the mod2 cohomology was described in

[1], One then has

s

w*wtop(l) =   II *(„,-!.!)(«», + ...+»,_, + !.<», + . •■+»,_, + «,)
¡=I

by applying the lemma on p. 364 of [1], Let m = n2 + • • • +ns and

.,«, -t-m — \„n,+m — 3 pri\ +m — 2j'+ 1 „rt[+m —2n, + l

VJ "l

Then

a •"'*>%,('.) = en| i-i

i=2

'(«,-1.1) \ent-\-+ n,_, + !,...)

which is nonzero if the second factor is nonzero in Flag(Rm).    D

Applying this lemma to remove the integers w, from w3, one reduces the

Proposition to the case RF(p, q) where q = p — 1, p, or p + 1. This in turn was

proved in [1], to give the Proposition.

Comment. There are precisely four w = {«,,.. .,ns) having each ni « 4 to which

the Proposition does not apply. They are {3,1}, {4,1), {4,2} and {4,1,1), and each

has an improved immersion. RP3 immerses in R4, RP4 in R7, RF(4,2) is an oriented

8-dimensional manifold with w2w6 = 0 and immerses in R14 by [3, Theorem (4.2.1)],

while RF(4,1,1) C RPS X RP5 immerses in R1 X R1 = Ru. These improved immer-

sions are best possible, since w3, w6 and w5 axe nonzero for the three latter cases.
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